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Abstract.14

Background: First-in-human studies to test the efficacy and safety of human embryonic stem cells (hESC)-derived dopaminer-
gic cells in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD) are imminent. Pre-clinical studies using hESC-derived dopamine neuron
transplants in rat models have indicated that the benefits parallel those shown with fetal tissue but have thus far failed to
consider how ongoing L-DOPA administration might impact on the graft.
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Objective: To determine whether L-DOPA impacts on survival and functional recovery following grafting of hESC-derived
dopaminergic neurons.
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Methods: Unilateral 6-OHDA lesioned rats were administered with either saline or L-DOPA prior to, and for 18 weeks
following surgical implantation of dopaminergic neural progenitors derived from RC17 hESCs according to two distinct
protocols in independent laboratories.
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Results: Grafts from both protocols elicited reduction in amphetamine-induced rotations. Reduced L-DOPA-induced dyski-
nesia preceded the improvement in amphetamine-induced rotations. Furthermore, L-DOPA had no effect on overall survival
(HuNu) or dopaminergic neuron content of the graft (TH positive cells) but did lead to an increase in the number of GIRK2
positive neurons.
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Conclusion: Critically, we found that L-DOPA was not detrimental to graft function, potentially enhancing graft maturation
and promoting an A9 phenotype. Early improvement of L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia suggests that grafts may support the
handling of exogenously supplied dopamine earlier than improvements in amphetamine-induced behaviours indicate. Given
that one of the protocols will be employed in the production of cells for the European STEM-PD clinical trial, this is vital
information for the management of patients and achieving optimal outcomes following transplantation of hESC-derived
grafts for PD.
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INTRODUCTION36

Cell transplantation therapy is a promising37

emerging therapy for Parkinson’s disease (PD), a38

neurodegenerative motor disorder for which there is39

currently no cure. The principle of cell transplan-40

tation is that dopamine producing neurons can be41

ectopically transplanted into the putamen, restoring42

the lost dopaminergic supply previously provided43

by the nigrostriatal pathway. Proof-of-principle stud-44

ies using dopaminergic progenitors isolated from the45

developing fetal ventral mesencephalon show that46

cells can both survive and re-innervate the striatum to47

produce functional benefit to patients, reducing their48

medication burden and improving motor function49

[1–4]. The significant ethical and logistical limita-50

tions of using human fetal tissue as a source for51

the cells provided major challenges to this approach,52

but other key considerations also include the highly53

variable outcomes in these studies and generation of54

graft-induced dyskinesia (GID: a motor side effect55

of the grafts) in a significant number of patients56

[5–8]. Parallel advances in the understanding of57

human embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cells58

(hESC and iPSC respectively) have produced solu-59

tions to some of the ethical and logistical hurdles.60

The development of robust differentiation protocols61

has evolved rapidly to the point of imminent clinical62

trials [9, 10]; a trial of iPSCs has commenced in Japan63

[11–13], a human parthenogenetic neural stem cells64

study in Australia [14], and trials are being planned65

with hESC-derived cells in the EU [15] and US [16].66

Two differentiation protocols are employed in this67

study, one of which has been validated for use in the68

imminent European STEM-PD trial.69

In trying to understand the variability of graft suc-70

cess and evaluate the potential for GIDs occurring,71

some preclinical studies have explored how ongoing72

medication may impact on primary neuron graft sur-73

vival or treatment outcomes [17–26] but as yet, have74

not considered hESC or iPSC cell sources. The vast75

majority of patients will have been receiving the cur-76

rent gold standard dopamine replacement treatment,77

levodopa (L-DOPA), for an extended period of time78

prior to transplantation and will continue on their pre-79

surgical drug regimen following transplantation until80

the graft reaches functional maturity [27]. L-DOPA81

usage alongside transplantation has several potential82

impacts, creating a vastly different environment for83

the graft compared to the complete striatal dopamine84

denervation achieved in the standard animal models85

of transplantation (typically the 6-hydroxdopamine86

(6-OHDA) lesioned rat) [28]. Beyond the func- 87

tional benefit derived from restored striatal dopamine, 88

prolonged L-DOPA can also lead to dysfunctional 89

cortico-striatal plasticity, neuroanatomical reorgani- 90

zation and blood flow alterations [18, 21, 29–34] 91

leading to the manifestation of L-DOPA-induced 92

dyskinesia, abnormal involuntary movements which 93

have consequently been indicated as a risk factor 94

for GID [17, 35]. In addition, biochemical and in 95

vitro evidence demonstrates that by elevating levels of 96

oxidative stress L-DOPA could have toxic effects on 97

cells [36], supported by in vivo data suggesting a toxic 98

effect on endogenous nigral and exogenously trans- 99

planted dopaminergic neurons or neural stem cells 100

[37–40, 41]. Contrastingly, other studies, including 101

from our own group, support clinical post-mortem 102

studies in which there is clear survival of grafts, 103

despite L-DOPA administration [18–20, 22–26, 37, 104

40–42], but it remains unclear how hESC-derived 105

transplanted cells might behave in this environment. 106

Of the three midbrain dopaminergic populations 107

of neurons, it is the A9, largely GIRK2+, nigros- 108

triatal neurons which are the predominant cell type 109

lost in early-stage PD, the others being relatively 110

spared [43, 44]. Residing in the periphery of the graft, 111

GIRK2+ neuronal outgrowth innervates the striatum 112

and is fundamental to graft-induced motor recov- 113

ery [45, 46]. Importantly this subpopulation appears 114

to be influenced most heavily by the environment 115

they are in [47]. Belinsky et al. (2013) identified 116

dopamine receptors on H9 hESCs throughout their 117

differentiation and demonstrated the role of the D2 118

receptor in inducing a GIRK2+ phenotype in the 119

resulting dopaminergic population [48]. Dopamine 120

receptors are also expressed on a wide number of 121

inflammatory cells including those in the brain [49]. 122

In a recent detailed study, we demonstrated that 123

post-transplantation L-DOPA treatment increased the 124

immune response to xenogeneic mouse fetal tissue 125

grafts into rat hosts [42]; however, there has been no 126

similar study with hESC-derived transplants. 127

Based on the findings described above, whilst the 128

effect of L-DOPA on the survival, function of hES 129

or iPSC-derived neurons has yet to be examined, 130

previous data suggests it is unlikely to be wholly 131

detrimental. Nevertheless, we hypothesized that the 132

increase dopamine turnover produced by supplemen- 133

tation with L-DOPA could stimulate the D2 receptors 134

of the developing dopaminergic neurons and induce 135

a greater proportion of dopaminergic neurons of a 136

GIRK2+ phenotype which could be advantageous, 137

producing superior graft function. Importantly, the 138
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Fig. 1. Experimental timeline. Surgical procedures are identified by grey and black arrows, behavioral testing periods in white arrows.
Animals were perfused at the end of the study followed by immunohistochemistry. L-DOPA treatment (white bar) daily commenced 4 weeks
prior to cell transplantation. Cyclosporine A treatment (black bar) commenced the day before transplantation until perfusion.

ability of hESC-derived dopaminergic neurons to139

take up exogenous L-DOPA, convert it to dopamine140

and modify its release in vivo, alongside any abil-141

ity to reduce L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia, remain142

to be determined. The aim of the current study was143

therefore to characterize the effect of ongoing L-144

DOPA-treatment on striatal hESC-derived grafts. To145

ensure a robust and reliable outcome, we transplanted146

dopamine neural progenitors from a clinical-grade147

hESC line (RC17), differentiated in two labs using148

two different protocols, into the same 6-OHDA rat149

model of PD. Rats were pre-treated with L-DOPA to150

establish L-DOPA-induced dyskinesias (LIDs) prior151

to transplantation, and L-DOPA was then continued152

throughout the post-transplantation period, allow-153

ing determination of the timeline of graft-induced154

functional recovery, amelioration of any pre-existing155

LIDs, any development of GIDs post-transplantation156

and any subsequent effects on histological indices of157

graft function.158

MATERIALS AND METHODS159

Experimental design160

The experimental timeline is summarized in Fig. 1.161

Unilateral striatal dopamine depletion was achieved162

by a 6-OHDA lesion in the right medial fore-163

brain bundle [50]. Inclusion in the study was based164

on amphetamine induced rotations evaluated three165

weeks post-lesion. Other motor function tests were166

then conducted (details below). Behavioral data were167

then used to allocate the animals to one of two168

matched experimental cohorts (DE - Differentiation169

1 or DL – Differentiation 2). Each of these cohorts170

was then subdivided into three groups: a lesion-only171

group (DL: n = 9; DE: n = 10), a graft-only group (DL:172

n = 9; DE: n = 10), and a graft +L-DOPA group (DL:173

n = 9; DE: n = 10). In the L-DOPA-treated groups,174

daily drug administration started four weeks prior to175

transplantation and was maintained every day for 15 176

weeks post-grafting (with the exception of days upon 177

which behavior testing occurred). L-DOPA-induced 178

abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs) and on- 179

drug rotations were evaluated every two weeks. 180

Motor function was evaluated in the absence of L- 181

DOPA (24 h after the last dose was administered) 182

at 4-, 8-, 12- and 16-weeks post-transplantation. 183

At the end of the experiment all the animals were 184

intracardially perfused and their brains extracted for 185

histological analysis. 186

Subjects 187

The experiment involved two cohorts of 27 and 188

30 female Sprague Dawley rats respectively (Envigo, 189

Bicester, UK). Animals were housed under a 12 h 190

light cycle and had ad libitum access to food (14% 191

protein, Harlan, Bicester, UK) and water. All pro- 192

cedures were conducted in compliance with the UK 193

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and EU 194

directive (2010/63/EU), as well as following approval 195

from local ethical committees at Cardiff University. 196

Surgical procedures 197

All the surgical procedures were carried out under 198

aseptic conditions. Rats were anaesthetized with 4- 199

5% isoflurane in a carrier of medical oxygen and 200

anesthesia was maintained at 2-3% isoflurane and 201

4% nitrous oxide for the duration of surgery. At the 202

start of surgery animals were secured in a stereotactic 203

frame (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA) 204

with the nose bar set at –4.5 mm For lesion surg- 205

eries 3 �l of a 6-OHDA solution (25 mM 6-OHDA 206

+ 0.025% ascorbic acid, Sigma) was infused into the 207

medial forebrain bundle of the right hemisphere at 208

the following coordinates from brega AP: –4 mm, 209

ML: –1.3 mm, DV: –7 mm below dura [28, 50]. Fol- 210

lowing surgery, scalp incisions were sutured, and all 211
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rats received 30 �l of Metacam (5 mg/ml; Buehringer212

Ingelheim Lid, Bracknell, UK) and 5 ml 0.9% saline213

administered via subcutaneous injection (s.c.).214

Cell preparation and transplantation215

For transplantation, the same surgical procedure216

was used as described above but the infusion of cells217

was conducted at the following coordinates from218

bregma: AP: +0.5 mm; ML: –3 mm; at 2 depths, DV219

–5 mm and –4 mm, with the nose bar at –4.5 mm.220

All transplanted animals received daily cyclosporine221

injection (i.p., Sandimmun® 250 mg/5 ml Novartis,222

UK) to prevent graft rejection.223

Differentiation 1 (DE)224

RC17 hESC-DA neurons were generated at Uni-225

versity of Edinburgh using the protocol previously226

described [51, 52] and in detail on protocols.io227

(dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bddpi25n). Cells228

from day 11 of differentiation were frozen at 24x106
229

cells per vial in 500 �l and stored in a STEM-230

CELLBANKER (amsbio, 11890) containing ROCK231

inhibitor and shipped to Cardiff. The cells were then232

thawed in the presence of ROCK inhibitor and cul-233

tured up to day 16 before dissociation with Accutase234

into a single cell suspension, with a final cell suspen-235

sion of 250,000 cells/�l in DMEM vehicle. 500,000236

cells in total were infused into the right striatum in237

two deposits.238

Differentiation 2 (DL)239

RC17 hESC-DA neurons were generated at Lund240

University as previously described [53]. Cells were241

used for transplantation on day 16 of differentiation.242

Cells were dissociated by treatment with Accutase243

and dissociated cells were prepared as a single cell244

suspension of 75,000 cells/�l in a vehicle of HBSS245

with 0.5% dornase alfa (as described in [53]). 300,000246

cells in total were infused into the right striatum in247

two deposits. Different quantities of cells were trans-248

planted from the DE versus the DL batches based on249

prior experience of these protocols in our lab.250

L-DOPA administration and induced behavior251

L-3,4-Dihydroxyphenylalanine methylester (L-252

DOPA; s.c., 6 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was ad-253

ministered daily. To prevent peripheral conversion254

of LD to dopamine, benserazide hydrochloride255

(12 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was co-adminis-256

tered. Immediately following L-DOPA administra-257

tion rats were placed into clear perspex bowls258

and harnessed to automated rotometers to record 259

rotational behavior over 3 h sessions. LIDs were eval- 260

uated in L-DOPA-treated animals at 20 min intervals 261

through the 3 h observation period, using the AIMs 262

scale described previously by [54, 55]. In brief the 263

scale allocates a score for the duration and ampli- 264

tude of abnormal movements in four categories: axial 265

torsion, forelimb dyskinesia, hindlimb dystonia, and 266

orolingual movements. The total score was obtained 267

by multiplying the duration and the amplitude score 268

of each subtype and summing them. 269

Motor tests 270

All motor tests were conducted 24 h after the 271

last dose of L-DOPA. Drug induced rotations were 272

induced via administration of methamphetamine 273

(2.5 mg/kg i.p., Sigma, UK), and apomorphine 274

hydrochloride (0.5 mg/kg s.c., Sigma, UK). Auto- 275

mated rotometers recorded rotational frequency 276

and direction across 45 min (apomorphine) and 277

90 min (amphetamine). Amphetamine rotations were 278

assessed post lesioning, with rats performing an 279

average of 6 full turns a minute considered ade- 280

quately lesioned [50]. These were repeated monthly. 281

Apomorphine-induced rotational behavior was only 282

conduced at week 16 post-transplantation and not 283

used to determine lesion extent to avoid sensitiza- 284

tion of dopamine receptors in non-L-DOPA treated 285

animals. 286

Basic motor tests evaluated function by deter- 287

mining the percentage response of the contralateral 288

compared to ipsilateral forelimb. For the adjust- 289

ing step test the body weight is maintained on one 290

forepaw, with the experimenter supporting the rest of 291

the body, while the rat was moved forward along 1 m 292

of bench over 10 s. Right (ipsilateral) and left (con- 293

tralateral) forelimb steps were counted [56]. For the 294

vibrissae test the paw-placing reflex on the ipsilateral 295

and contralateral side to a light whisker touch was 296

counted [57]. For the cylinder test, rats were placed 297

into a Perspex cylinder (33.5 cm x 19 cm, h x d) and 298

video recorded. The percentage of the first 20 weight- 299

bearing touches to the cylinder with the contralateral 300

forepaw was counted [57]. 301

Perfusion and fixation 302

On study completion, rats were anaesthetized with 303

sodium pentobarbital (150 mg/kg; Merial, UK, i.p.) 304

and transcardially perfused first with 0.9% phosphate 305

buffered saline then 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). 306
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Brains were removed and post-fixed in 4% PFA307

solution for 4 h then transferred into 25% sucrose308

solution. Brains were sectioned at 30 �m in a 1:12309

series using a freezing microtome and the free-310

floating sections stored in an antifreeze solution (30%311

glycerol and 30% ethylene glycol in a buffered salt312

solution).313

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)314

3,3′-Diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride hydrate315

(DAB) IHC analysis was conducted as previously316

described [58] for the following proteins: TH (AB152317

Millipore, UK), HuNu (MAB1281, Millipore, UK),318

STEM-121 (Y40410, Takara Bio, France), GIRK2319

(APC 006, Alomone Labs, Israel), CD11b (MCA320

275GA Serotec), CD45 (MCA 43R, Serotec), CD68321

(MCA 341GA, Serotec), and FosB (7203, Santa322

Cruz). Briefly, sections were incubated for 1 h at323

room temperature (RT) with agitation in TXTBS with324

3% normal serum, then incubated overnight at RT325

in a TXTBS 1% serum solution with primary anti-326

bodies at the following concentrations: TH 1:1000;327

HuNu 1:2000, STEM121 1:3000, GIRK2 1:1000,328

CD11b 1:2000, CD45 1:500, CD68 1:1000, FosB329

1:2000. Following three TBS washes sections were330

incubated for 2 h at RT in TBS with appropriate331

biotinylated secondary antibodies (Vector Laborato-332

ries, UK), and then avidin-biotinylated horseradish333

peroxidase complex (VECTASTAIN Elite ABC Kit,334

Vector Laboratories, UK) in TBS for a further 2 h.335

DAB (Sigma, UK) was used to chromogenically visu-336

alize the reaction. Sections were then mounted on337

gelatinized slides, air dried overnight then dehydrated338

in graded concentration of alcohol and delipidated339

with xylene before cover-slipping with DPX solution.340

Graft analysis and cell counting341

DE grafts342

Quantification of TH+ and HuNu+ cells in the343

striatum was achieved by manual counting, using344

a Leica light® microscope (20x objective) and cor-345

rected with the Abercrombie equation (N = � {n x346

F x T/(T + H)} in which: N = Total corrected num-347

ber, n = number of the counted cells, F = frequency348

of the sections (1/12), T = thickness of the sections349

(30 �m), and H = mean diameter of the cells; [61].350

The volume of striatal TH and stem-121 was deter-351

mined by summation of the areas containing TH+
352

cells or Stem-121 in all the striatal sections of the353

series, multiplied by section thickness (30 �m) and354

series frequency (x 12). The surface areas were cal- 355

culated using ImageJ (National Institute of Health, 356

Bethesda, MD, USA) from images captured at 4X 357

magnification. 358

DL grafts 359

Estimates of TH+ cell and HuNu+ cell counts 360

were calculated using the optical fractionator method, 361

using an Olympus B 50 Stereology microscope linked 362

to Visopharm software. ROIs were defined under 363

the 4x objective and cell counts were conducted 364

under the 40x objective. The selected dimensions for 365

the frame were 58.7 �m on X- axis and 73.46 �m 366

on the Y-axis. The number of samples was deter- 367

mined by a step length between samples equal to 368

283.54 �m. The total number of cells was then 369

estimated using the following equation: N = n ∗ A 370

/ (a ∗ S) ∗ F ∗ (T / (T + D) in which: N = total 371

estimated number; n = counted number inside sam- 372

pling boxes; A = region of interest area (graft surface 373

area); a = frame surface area; S = number of samples; 374

F = series frequency; T = section thickness; D = cell 375

diameter. The differing counting methods were nec- 376

essary due to the difference in graft size between the 377

groups as DE grafts were below the threshold for 378

reliable counting using stereological approaches. 379

TH fiber outgrowth from the graft border (exclud- 380

ing graft core) was measured in the section located in 381

the middle of the graft to estimate fiber innervation 382

towards the medial or lateral side. Graft images were 383

captured at 10 x magnification using an Olympus B 384

50. A grid was applied across the image with dimen- 385

sions of 100∗100 �m. The percentage of the striatum 386

covered by graft fibers medially and laterally within 387

600 �m distance of the graft border was measured. 388

To selectively focus on the fibers the image thresh- 389

olding was adjusted in ImageJ, the fiber area was then 390

measured and expressed as a percentage of the total 391

striatal area included in the analysis. 392

Quantification of GIRK2+ cells in the striatum in 393

both groups was achieved by manual counting, using 394

a Leica light® microscope (20x objective) and cor- 395

rected with the Abercrombie equation as described 396

above. Striatal FosB immunoreactivity was assessed 397

using Leica light® microscope at 20X magnifica- 398

tion on a bright field. Three images were taken in 399

each region of the striatum at the level of the graft 400

and averaged: dorsomedial, dorsolateral, and ventro- 401

lateral striatum. FosB+ nuclei were counted using 402

ImageJ 1.51. Optical density of CD11b, CD68, and 403

CD45 was evaluated at one level of the striatum per 404

rat, the striatal area was delineated and the optical 405
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density (OD) of the region measured with the cor-406

pus callosum used as a control region. Images were407

obtained with the Leica® light microscope at 4X408

magnification on a bright field. For all of the inflam-409

matory markers, the evaluation of OD around the410

graft was expressed as a ratio relative to the OD of411

the corresponding area of the intact striatum.412

Statistical analysis413

All statistical analysis was conducted in SPSS414

25.0.0.1. Data from the two cell line cohorts were415

analyzed separately. Normality for all data was416

assessed using Shapiro-Wilks test, and in instances417

of violation appropriate non-parametric tests were418

used. Most behavioral data were analyzed using419

mixed ANOVA with Session as the within-subjects420

factor and Treatment (-L-DOPA and +L-DOPA)421

as the between-subjects factor. Where sphericity422

was violated degrees of freedom were adjusted423

using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. Bonfer-424

roni corrected pairwise comparisons were used to425

investigate significant interactions between factors.426

AIMS scores were analyzed as RM ANOVA, with427

Time as the within-subjects factor. Apomorphine428

rotation data, and all histological data, were analyzed429

using unpaired student t- tests. Outliers were ana-430

lyzed through boxplot examination (outliers defined431

as beyond 1.5xIQR) and retained by default unless432

removal altered significance, with such instances433

being detailed. In the DE group one outlier (+L-434

DOPA), consistent across all behavioral testing, was435

removed from all analysis.436

RESULTS437

Postmortem histological analysis confirmed that438

the MFB lesion resulted in a 98% reduction in TH+
439

cells in the substantia nigra in the right hemisphere of440

all animals compared to the intact side. Cell counts441

in the intact substantia nigra were unaffected by442

long term L-DOPA administration (Supplementary443

Table 1 and Fig. 1).444

L-DOPA treatment affected graft-induced445

improvements in motor function446

All animals were impaired in the cylinder task with447

less than 20% of touches being on the paw contralat-448

eral to the lesion. In DE grafted rats there was a small449

reduction in contralateral touches over time, which450

was comparable between groups treated with saline451

or L-DOPA (Fig. 2: TIME: F(1,17) 11.731, p = 0.003, 452

DRUG: F(1,17) 0.323, p = 0.577, TIME X DRUG: 453

F(1,17) 0.587, p = 0.454). Animals with DL grafts 454

were impaired prior to transplantation (TIME: F(1,15) 455

7.517, p = 0.015, DRUG: F(1,15) 11.935, p = 0.004, 456

TIME X DRUG: F(1,15) 8.792, p = 0.010) and did not 457

improve, although a further decrease was observed 458

in the saline treated group at Week 16 (p = 0.003), 459

and at Week 16 there was a difference between the 460

treatment groups (p ≥ 0.001). 461

In DE grafted animals motor function in the step- 462

ping test was improved in the L-DOPA treated group 463

between pre-transplant and week 16 post transplant 464

(Fig. 2, ANOVA TIME: F(1,17) 0.020, p = 0.891, 465

DRUG: F(1,17) 0.02, p = 0.891, TIME X DRUG: 466

F(1,17) 8.605, p = 0.009. The L-DOPA treated group 467

improved over time unlike the saline treated group 468

(p = 0.044), and there was a separation between the 469

two treated groups at week 16 (p = 0.022). Rats with 470

DL grafts showed no improvement over time and no 471

difference between treatment groups (TIME: F(1,15) 472

0.231, p = 0.638, DRUG: F(1,15) 0.438, p = 0.518, 473

TIME X DRUG: F(1,15) 0.051, p = 0.825). 474

The vibrissae test revealed a significant improve- 475

ment in contralateral responses in L-DOPA treated 476

transplanted groups between pre-transplant and Week 477

16 in the L-DOPA treated group DE transplanted 478

group (ANOVA TIME: F(1,17) 4.878, p = 0.041, 479

DRUG: F(1,15) 2.154, p = 0.160, TIME X DRUG: 480

F(1,17) 6.707, p = 0.019, post hoc p = 0.023 pre-tx vs. 481

week 16), and a difference between treatment groups 482

at Week 16 only (p = 0.041). The L-DOPA treated 483

group were also found to improve over time in DL 484

grafted animals (TIME: F(1,15) 64.179, p ≤ 0.001, 485

DRUG: F(1,15) 7.028, p = 0.018, TIME X DRUG: 486

F(1,15) 2.629, p = 0.126). 487

Drug-induced rotations and GID 488

Both grafts decreased amphetamine-induced rota- 489

tions over time but there was no effect of L-DOPA 490

treatment (Fig. 2g, h, DE: TIME: F(4,72) 9.857, 491

p ≤ 0.001, DRUG: F(1,18) 2.841, p = 0.109, TIME X 492

DRUG: F(4,72) 0.279, p = 0.891; DL: TIME: F(4,60) 493

59.219, p ≤ 0.001, DRUG: F(1,15) 0.364, p = 0.555, 494

TIME X DRUG: F(4,60) 2.516, p = 0.074). Neither 495

amphetamine-induced dyskinesia, nor spontaneous 496

dyskinesia in the absence of drugs were observed 497

in these animals. Apomorphine-induced contralat- 498

eral rotations conducted at the end of the experiment 499

did not differ between the two experimental groups 500

(Supplementary Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Effects of transplants on behavior. The impact of the grafts at 16 weeks post-transplant, in the presence and absence of L-dopa,
was compared to pre-transplant (pre-tx) scores for cylinder (a & b), stepping (c & d), and vibrissae tests (e & f). The effect of L-DOPA
treatment (+LD) on amphetamine-induced rotations was analyzed over time (g & h). The two RC17-derived progenitors lines (DE and DL)
were analyzed separately. (a) For DE grafts there was an improvement on the cylinder test with time, but no effect of L-DOPA. For both
stepping (c) and vibrissae tests (e), there was in improvement in scores of L-DOPA treated rats over time. The stepping +L-DOPA pre-tx and
–L-DOPA week 16 scores were zero and so not depicted as bars. For DL grafts there was no improvement in performance in the stepping task
(d), but there was an effect of time for the cylinder test (b). The increase at week 16 for the vibrissae test (f), was greater in +L-DOPA treated
rats. Amphetamine-induced rotations for both cell lines was unaffected by L-DOPA treatment (g & h). Bonferroni pairwise comparisons
determined the effect of time was driven by differences between pre-Tx scores and Weeks 12 (p = 0.015) and 16 (p ≤ 0.001) (DE; g) and
Weeks 8 (p = 0.008), 12 (p = 0.011) and 16 (p ≤ 0.001) (DL; h). n = - L-DOPA 10, +L-DOPA 9 (10 for amphetamine) (DE), - L-DOPA
9,+L-DOPA 8 (DL). ∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001. Error bars are SEM.
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Fig. 3. A reduction in AIMS and FosB IHC. Top: a) Representative graph of AIMS scores across time for each cell line. ∗$ indicates the
first timepoint at which each line reaches statistically significant reduction in AIMs compared to pre graft values. Significance in maintained
from this point onwards as determined by repeated measures ANOVA. b) The total AIMs scores for both cell lines decrease significantly
over time (between Pre-Tx and Week 15/16) despite chronic L-DOPA treatment. The cell lines were analyzed separately. The lesion only
group is comparable representative data from a parallel study conducted in the same manner. These animals only received lesioning surgery
and L-DOPA treatment at the same dose but without grafting. Unlike the AIMs of the grafted rats the AIMs scores for this group remain high
over time. n = 8 (Lesion), 10 (DE), 7 (DL). Expression of �FosB was increased in the lesioned hemisphere of the L-DOPA treated controls
(from a parallel study) and DE grafted rats in the dorsolateral striatum (c). In the ventrolateral striatum only in the lesioned hemisphere of
L-DOPA treated control rats was there an increase in expression (d). In the dorsomedial striatum �FosB expression was increased in the
lesioned hemisphere of all groups (e). n = 5 (Lesion+Saline) (Dorso/Ventrolateral) 4 (Lesion+Saline) (Dorsomedial), 7 (Lesion+L-DOPA),
6 (DL), 7 (DE). ∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001. Error bars are SEM.

L-dopa-induced dyskinesia and ΔFosB501

expression were reduced in hESC grafted rats502

The total AIMs score for each cell line was ana-503

lyzed separately and compared between pre-grafting504

and the final week post-transplantation (Fig. 3). AIMs505

scores for both DE and DL grafted animals decreased506

between Pre-Trx and final AIMs scoring sessions507

(Friedman’s test, χ2
(1) 6.400, p = 0.011) and (χ2

(1)508

7.000, p = 0.008) respectively. There was no differ-509

ence in L-DOPA induced rotations between Pre-Trx510

and Week 16 for DE grafts (F1,9) 2.131, p = 0.178).511

By contrast there was a reduction in L-DOPA512

induced rotations in DL grafted rats (F(1,6) 7.942,513

p = 0.030).514

�FosB expression was analyzed across three515

regions of the striatum (dorsolateral, ventrolateral,516

and dorsomedial) and compared between lesioned517

and intact hemispheres for the DL and DE groups518

separately using t-tests. In addition, the hemisphere519

comparison was also conducted for two control 520

groups from a parallel study (lesion+saline - L + S, 521

and lesion + L-DOPA - L + LD) (Fig. 3c-e). 522

In the dorsolateral striatum, there was increased 523

�FosB expression in the lesioned hemisphere of L- 524

DOPA treated rats without grafts which persisted in 525

DE grafted rats but was not seen in DL grafted rats (2- 526

tailed T-test, L + LD: t(12) 2.629, p = 0.0220; DE: t(12) 527

3.505, p = 0.0043; L + S: t(8) 0.00825, p = 0.9934; DL: 528

t(10) 1.782, p = 0.1051). In the ventrolateral striatum, 529

there was increased �FosB expression in the lesioned 530

hemisphere of L-DOPA treated animals only, not evi- 531

dent in those with transplants (L + LD: t(12) 8.996, 532

p = < 0.001; L + S: t(8) 1.181, p = 0.2717; DL: t(12) 533

0.3535, p = 0.7311; DE: t(10) 1.070, p = 0.3055). 534

In the dorsomedial striatum, �FosB expression 535

was increased in the lesioned hemisphere of all 536

groups regardless of treatment (L + LD: t(12) 7.510, 537

p ≤ 0.001; L + S: t(6) 5.060, p = 0.0023; DL: t(12) 538

4.565, p = 0.0006; DE: t(10) 4.671, p = 0.0009).
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No effect of L-dopa on dopaminergic cell number539

or fiber outgrowth but increased GIRK2540

expression541

TH+ grafted cells were quantified in the stria-542

tum (Figs. 4 and 5). Regardless of the smaller grafts543

in the DE transplants compared to DL, overall L-544

DOPA treatment had no effect on graft survival (as545

determined by staining for human nuclei, the num-546

ber of TH positive cells indicating dopaminergic547

neurons within the graft, or their innervation (Sup-548

plementary Table 1 for statistics). For both cell lines549

there was significantly more fiber outgrowth medi-550

ally from the graft compared to laterally, but there551

was no impact of L-DOPA treatment (DE: REGION:552

F(1,14) 12.817, p = 0.003; TREATMENT: F(1,14)553

0.618, p = 0.445; REGION∗TREATMENT: F(1,14)554

0.916, p = 0.355; DL: REGION: F(1,16) 24.952,555

p ≤ 0.001; TREATMENT: F(1,16) 0.293, p = 0.596;556

REGION∗TREATMENT: F(1,16) 0.081, p = 0.780).557

However, the number of A9-like dopaminergic neu-558

rons in the graft (identified with GIRK2, compared559

separately for each graft line using one-tailed ttest)560

was affected by L-DOPA treatment (Fig. 6). L-DOPA561

treatment increased the total number of GIRK2+
562

neurons in DE grafts (DE: t(13) –2.1192, p = 0.047;563

DL: t(14) –1.736, p = 0.105), whilst in DL grafts the564

increase in GIRK2+ cells was not significant but the565

ratio of GIRK2:TH was significantly increased (DE:566

t(13) 0.7784, p = 0.2251; DL: t(14) 2.453, p = 0.0139;567

Fig. 6).568

L-dopa treatment had minimal effect on host569

immune responses to the grafts570

The optical density of three immune markers,571

CD11b (microglia), CD45 (leukocytes), and CD68572

(macrophages), was analyzed to investigate the573

immune response in the whole lesioned striatum574

of grafted rats with and without chronic L-DOPA575

treatment. L-DOPA treatment increased CD11b576

expression in DE but not DL grafts (2-tailed T-577

test, DE: t(16) 2.318, p = 0.034; DL: t(12) 0.4649,578

p = 0.650), but had no effect on CD45 or CD68579

expression in either graft group compared to saline580

treated grafted animals (Fig. 7).581

DISCUSSION582

In two parallel experiments we have explored583

the effect of chronic pre- and post-transplantation584

L-DOPA treatment on the survival, function, and585

histological characterization of dopaminergic neu- 586

ron grafts. Both experiment utilized cells derived 587

from the RC-17 hESC line differentiated using dif- 588

ferent protocols in a 6-OHDA rodent model of PD 589

with both independent experiments supporting the 590

key findings: 1) L-DOPA has no apparent negative 591

effect on the graft and, consistent with our hypothe- 592

sis, may support development of the GIRK2 positive 593

A9-like phenotype; and 2) we show for the first time 594

that hESC-derived grafts are capable of ameliorating 595

L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia and that they do so rela- 596

tively early after transplantation in rodents compared 597

to the manifestation of other functional benefits. 598

Full reversal of L-DOPA-induced dyskinesias was 599

observed even in the DE groups which contained rel- 600

atively few TH + neurons and which resulted in only 601

partial reduction of amphetamine-induced rotations. 602

These findings indicate that hESC transplantation in 603

a clinical setting may provide amelioration of dyski- 604

nesias in L-DOPA treated patients before the onset of 605

any measurable effect on off-state motoric function. 606

Importantly, the DL protocol will soon be employed 607

in the European STEM-PD clinical trial, and this adds 608

further weight to the promising functionality of these 609

cells in clinical scenarios. 610

Based on the principle that L-DOPA is a fundamen- 611

tal part of a patients’ treatment regime, both prior to 612

and following cell transplantation strategies, our cur- 613

rent findings are in excellent alignment with previous 614

in vivo study demonstrating that fetal allogeneic and 615

xenogeneic DA grafts can survive in the host brain 616

following priming with, and ongoing administration 617

of, L-DOPA [19, 20, 22–26, 35, 37]. The pharmaco- 618

logical challenges applied here enables us to obtain 619

greater insight into the evolution of dopamine han- 620

dling capability of the striatum as the graft matures. 621

Previous transplantation studies have focused on 622

changes to amphetamine-induced rotations which are 623

an excellent indicator of the ability of the grafted cells 624

to release endogenous dopamine. A reduction, and 625

even reversal, in the overall rotation response occurs 626

within a few weeks with syngeneic rat grafts, takes 627

around 12 weeks with human-to-rat fetal xenogeneic 628

grafts [60] but often in excess of 18 weeks in hESC 629

grafts, which may be due to the earlier developmental 630

stage of the cells at the time of transplantation. Apo- 631

morphine, a non-selective dopamine receptor agonist, 632

at low doses selectively targets the supersensitive 633

receptors in the lesioned striatum, inducing contralat- 634

eral rotations. Reductions in the rotational response 635

provide an indicator of the level of restoration of 636

striatal sensitivity which often occurs later in the 637
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Fig. 4. Histological characteristics of grafted striatum. Chronic treatment with L-DOPA had no effect on multiple histological characteristics
on grafts derived from DE and DL hESCs compared to untreated grafted animals. a) TH count and b) TH volume; c) HuNu count; d)
Stem-121 volume; e) TH/HuNu count ratio; f) TH/Stem-121 volume ratio; g) DE medial and lateral TH fiber outgrowth from the graft and
h: DL medial and lateral fiber outgrowth from the graft. n = - L-DOPA 7, +L-DOPA 9 (DE), - L-DOPA 9, +L-DOPA 7 (DL). The cell lines
were analyzed separately.
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Fig. 5. Representative images of grafts. Representative images of striatal grafts from DE and DL derived grafts, with and without L-DOPA
treatment, at 1.25x and 10x magnification which have been DAB stained for TH, HuNu, and Stem-121. Each stain was conducted on a
separate tissue series. Scale bar represents 50 �m.

post-graft period even in rat-to-rat fetal grafts. In this638

instance no differences were observed on the basis of639

L-DOPA exposure.640

By tracking the behavioral responses to L-DOPA641

and postmortem analysis of FosB expression we show642

both a reduction in the expression of the immediate643

early gene (often correlated with LID severity [61]644

consistent with the finding of reduction in L-DOPA-645

induced AIMs. This suggests that some element of646

the dyskinetic drive is reduced, whether that is the647

improved regulation of dopamine derived from the648

exogenous L-DOPA or normalization of the corti-649

costriatal plasticity associated with these behaviors.650

Further studies will need to clarify this but as with651

rodent-to-rodent fetal transplant studies, established652

L-DOPA-induced AIMS steadily declined follow-653

ing transplantation [17, 19, 20, 62–64]. Interestingly654

improvements were evident from as early as 5 weeks655

post transplantation, much earlier than restoration of656

amphetamine-induced rotation. This indicates that at657

relatively early stages post-transplantation, prior to658

the production and release of significant levels of659

endogenous dopamine, implanted neurons are capa- 660

ble of handling exogenously supplied L-DOPA and 661

managing the release of the consequential dopamine, 662

preventing the dopamine surges that contribute to 663

AIMs manifestation. This is the first evidence, to 664

our knowledge, of an improvement in LID expres- 665

sion following hESC derived dopaminergic grafts 666

and it is worthy of comment that even the rela- 667

tively sparse innervation of the DE grafts achieved 668

good levels of alleviation of LID much earlier 669

than evidence of reduced amphetamine-induced rota- 670

tions. This is unexpected and further studies are 671

required to understand how grafts may function 672

to alleviate LIDs. These studies, however, are not 673

without their challenges: with an absolute mini- 674

mum of 16 weeks required to consistently observed 675

functional improvement following stem cell derived 676

neuronal transplantation into rats (more commonly 677

18–24 weeks) [12, 46], this contrasts with human 678

fetal tissue dopaminergic transplants which begin 679

to show efficacy at around 12 weeks [60]. Chronic 680

cyclosporin treatment can lead to weight loss and 681
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Fig. 6. Phenotypic characterization of grafts. Top: Chronic treatment with L-DOPA increased the number of GIRK2+ A9 dopaminergic
neurons in the DE derived grafts (a), but had no effect on the GIRK2:TH ratio (b). By contrast there was no effect of L-DOPA treatment
on the number of GIRK2+ neurons in the DL derived grafts (a) but there was an increase in the GIRK2:TH ratio (b). n = - L-DOPA 6,
+L-DOPA 9 (DE), - L-DOPA 9, +L-DOPA 7 (DL, Count), - L-DOPA 9, +L-DOPA (DL. Ratio). The cell lines were analyzed separately.
Bottom: Representative images of striatal grafts from DE and DL derived grafts, with and without L-DOPA treatment, at 1.25x and 10x
magnification which have been DAB stained for GIRK2. ∗p ≤ 0.05. Error bars are SEM. Scale bar represents 50 �m.

Fig. 7. Inflammation in the grafted striatum: The relative optical density of three inflammation markers with and without L-DOPA treatment
was investigated. Only in the DE derived grafts was there any change following chronic L-DOPA treatment, and only for microglia marker
CD11b (a), but not leucocyte marker CD45 (b) or macrophage marker CD68 (c). The cell lines were analyzed separately. ∗p ≤ 0.05. n = 7–10.
Error bars are SEM.

other complications in rodents, adding daily L-DOPA682

to this regime meant a very cautious approach of daily683

administration of L-DOPA added to the immunocom-684

promised animals led to the decision to terminate685

the study at 16 weeks post-graft, shorter than some686

other hESC studies. Nevertheless, despite this shorter687

post-graft observation period, graft functionality was 688

found to either be unaffected or enhanced by the 689

administration of L-DOPA. We are confident that we 690

avoided any confounding pharmacological impact of 691

the L-DOPA as, although it improves motor perfor- 692

mance in most of these tasks [65, 66], tests were 693
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conducted 24 h after the last administration of L-694

DOPA. L-DOPA has a short plasma half-life and there695

is no evidence of a long duration response in rodents,696

unlike in humans [66, 67], allowing the conclusion697

that the positive effects are indeed driven through the698

graft rather than residual L-DOPA activity.699

At the histological level, in line with the behav-700

ioral data there was good survival of both grafts, with701

no impact of chronic L-DOPA treatment on either702

total cells surviving, the number of dopaminergic703

neurons or the area of innervation, critically show-704

ing no negative impact of this partially dopaminergic705

environment on graft development. The slightly later706

pattern of recovery in DE line, mirrored the DL Lund707

protocol and is likely explained by the smaller grafts,708

resulting from the differences in the protocol. While709

both cell lines were transplanted of d16 of differ-710

entiation, the DL cells were transported in culture711

while the DE line were frozen at d11 for transport712

and differentiation continued following thawing to713

d16 prior to transplantation. The differences in pro-714

tocol and cell number transplanted were based on715

prior experiences in-house of obtaining good func-716

tional grafts with cells from each source. A key aim717

was not to directly compare the two lines but to deter-718

mine the consistency of the impact of L-DOPA in719

both, so the grafts were not intended to be large.720

Importantly, in both grafts there was evidence of an721

improved quantity or ratio of GIRK2 + positive neu-722

rons following L-DOPA administration. GIRK2 is723

indicative of the A9 phenotype known to be critical724

to the restoration of motor function [46], L-DOPA,725

or the dopamine that is produced, may be having a726

direct impact on the maturation state of the neurons,727

again in favor of supporting graft function and echo-728

ing in vitro findings [48]. Understanding dopamine729

flux in the striatum in the presence and absence730

of a graft would further aid understanding of the731

impact of the graft of striatal handling of L-DOPA732

and dopamine. Striatal dopamine levels are negligi-733

ble following a full medial forebrain bundle 6-OHDA734

lesion and both LID generation and functional recov-735

ery following transplantation have been shown to be736

closely linked to striatal dopamine efflux. Attenuation737

of LID is consistent with reduced dopamine levels738

following L-DOPA administration [68, 69] and func-739

tional recovery from grafts conversely related to the740

increased dopamine release from the grafted cells [70,741

71]. Although it is important to note that other brain742

regions and neurotransmitters such as 5-HT are dif-743

ferentially affected and also linked to LID generation744

in particular [72, 73].745

In addition to the impact of dopamine on the 746

development of the transplanted cells, L-DOPA treat- 747

ment alone can alter the host environment, triggering 748

inflammatory responses in the striatum [74] mak- 749

ing the environment potentially less hospitable for 750

newly transplanted cells. The increased microglial 751

response (CD11b immunoreactivity) observed here, 752

is in line with previous work which demonstrated a 753

heightened immune response around a xenogeneic 754

graft (mouse-to-rat) in L-DOPA treated animals [42]. 755

However, it is worth noting that this was only a small 756

increase in the larger Lund (DL) graft group, in con- 757

trast to the immune response focused on leucocytic 758

infiltration of predominantly CD4 + TH cells [42]. It 759

is particularly challenging to explore the effects of 760

the immune system in this model, as the animals are 761

immunosuppressed with CsA for the duration of the 762

experiment to ensure graft survival. Patients receiv- 763

ing transplants will also be immunosuppressed for 764

a period of time but will likely have that immuno- 765

suppression withdrawn as was the case for many 766

(although not all) of the previous clinical trials [2, 767

7, 75]. Further studies are needed to determine the 768

impact of L-DOPA in fully immunocompetent ani- 769

mals, the challenge experimentally will be to have 770

surviving grafts against which we can explore this 771

factor. Whilst extrapolating the exact nature of the 772

immune response may not be clinically meaning- 773

ful, understanding whether L-DOPA treatment could 774

impact on the likelihood of the transplanted cells to 775

develop into a fully functioning graft is highly rele- 776

vant to upcoming clinical trials and establishing an 777

understanding of the best therapeutic management of 778

PD in patients with transplants. 779

Part of the premise of this study was an attempt to 780

understand more about the graft-induced dyskinesia 781

that had been observed in patient trials, specifically in 782

the context of hESC derived grafts. Previous studies 783

suggested that L-DOPA and in particular the induc- 784

tion of LID, might pre-dispose patients with fetal cell 785

transplants to the development of this graft-mediated 786

motor side effect [17, 35]. Despite observation of both 787

spontaneous behaviors and amphetamine induced 788

movements, both of which have been reported as 789

potential models of GID and seen with one of the cell 790

lines described here [19], none of these were observed 791

in this study. The difference may be because of the 792

time point at which the study terminated which was 793

earlier in the development of the graft than other stud- 794

ies. Nevertheless, the lack of overt GID again suggest 795

that these cells have a good safety record ahead of 796

clinical trials and that GID risk appears low. 797
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L-DOPA remains a mainstay treatment for people798

with PD and, administered upwards of 4 times a day,799

its ability to regulate the immune system, induce LID800

and long-term plasticity could interfere with the opti-801

mal functioning of novel therapeutic approaches. Our802

study clearly demonstrates that there is likely to be803

no negative impact of L-DOPA on transplanted cells804

but the risk of GID with hESC remains unclear. Post-805

transplantation medication regimes have not been the806

subject of much discussion other than to encour-807

age a reduction in medication if motor function808

improves, but we present evidence here to indi-809

cate that there may in fact be a beneficial effect810

of maintaining some L-DOPA treatment throughout811

the post-transplantation period. The impact of other812

dopaminergic or PD medications such as selective813

dopamine agonists or monoamine oxidase inhibitors814

remain unknown and should be explored. Patients815

may be returned to the care of their regular neurologist816

or care of the elderly physician post-transplantation817

and clear guidance on how to manage the medication818

post-transplantation could be key to optimizing the819

functional recovery that can be achieved. As we move820

towards clinical trials of both cell transplantation and821

other forms of restorative or reparative neurosurgi-822

cal interventions, staying alert to the potential role of823

ongoing medication (positive or negative) is vital to824

determining how to achieve the best possible func-825

tional outcomes for patients.826
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